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Project overview
The Great Western Route
Modernisation is an
infrastructure Project
enabling the electrification
of the railway. Work scope
involves demolition, jacking
of bridges and track
lowering close to
neighbouring communities.
Spread across a vast
geographical area the
Western and Wales project
sites are located in various
rural and urban areas.
In every setting the
potential environmental
impact is assessed
especially to protected
species and the habitat they
depend on.
The ecological consultant’s
recommendations are
adhered to and
communicated to site
personal. Workforce and
locals are engaged with to
generate awareness on
Sustainability in
construction.
In total 10 team members
across Carillion, Network
Rail and site Ecologists
contributed to the
development of the final
posters.
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The posters are displayed
on Projects across Carillion
Western, Wales and further
afield a good visual
representation of
Environmental good
practice which sets a
standard for Rail Projects.
What were the biodiversity
conditions on site, prior to
the enhancement?
In general staff possess a
good understanding of
Environmental issues.
The introduction of new
training and
communications have
further enhanced
awareness of potential
environmental issues which
could arise on any site at
any time.

This valuable knowledge
creates extra eyes and ears
on the ground improving the
overall standard of
Environmental site
management.
Were there any specific
conditions that led to you
carrying out this work?
Due to the nature of the
works there is a limited time
on site compared to large
schemes therefore the
required level of knowledge
and vigilance must be
higher.
Training is given to all
onsite personnel and
regular briefings delivered
weekly. The posters were
designed to follow the sites
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to various location across
the country and act as a
reference point. The posters
reinforce the information
presented in the training
which is interactive
engaging a fun!.
What were the biodiversity
measures taken?
These posters are easily
replicable. The content was
worded purposely to remain
current and not require
updating in the near future.
Over time the foamex
posters will require
replacement due to
expected damage and
general wear and tear.
The additional “Where’s
Wally” type Carillion logo
hidden in the scene was
designed to further capture
the audience and a bit of
fun.
The extra investment in
training and
communications will
improve the awareness of
staff and contribute to
Carillion’s Sustainability
2020 strategy under the 6
positive outcome “Protecting
our Environment”.

Carillion are committed to
no net loss in Biodiversity
and are currently using a
tool to calculate its impact
and compensation effort to
mitigate for any predicted
loss.
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The training and posters
further enforce Carillion’s
motto of over and above to
protect and enhance the
environment we work in.
After all, the great outdoors
has that magical power in
boosting great team building
a wellbeing among
employees therefore staff
regularly attend outdoor
events such as voluntary
days, Balsam bashes to
nurture this collaborative
working culture.
How would you best
describe the project?
An enhancement.
Further information
Having recreated the
posters and training content
using lessons learnt from a
past projects, this was
hugely beneficial to the
success of the poster
development and final
delivery.

Approximately 50 hours
design process. 20 sets of
posters were printed onto
weatherproof Foamex board
ranging from A1-A2. Each
unit ranged from around
£20.
Posters were distributed
and displayed in prominent
positions on site such as in
smoking areas and on cabin
exterior. There are a
number of benefits to the
new communications
including; a useful reference
point for new starters, a
visual reminder of site
sensitivities and informative
wildlife ID.
The impact of the posters
cannot be measured but
investing in people to
ensure that training,
communications are taken
on board, are aimed at the
right level and more
importantly relevant,
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memorable and fun, could
one day prevent pollution
event or disturbing
protected species.
This may just trigger a
behavioural change or mind
set. Sustainability
workshops, Spill response
and Nature Conservation
training include DVD
demonstrations and end
with a fun interactive board
game of “Spills and
Ladders” and card game
Nature Conservation guess
who?
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Feedback on the posters
has been positive and used
in training, newsletters and
shared at best practice
events at multiple
Sustainability Forums within
Rail and Building. The
sharing of best practice will
continue.
What was your personal
motivation for carrying out
the enhancement?
As Sustainability Advisor for
the Framework,
responsibilities include and
generating wildlife
awareness in all age
groups.
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Inspiring children to take a
career route in
Sustainability and teaching
them why it is important to
respect their environment
for the sake of future
generations.
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